
INVITE & VIBE COLLECTION



INVITE SERIES

INVITE and VIBE modular lounge collections integrate together to create a style compatible solution that can be 

used to create a cohesive look throughout any space.

INVITE

A versatile collection that is perfectly suited to a variety of environments, such as lounge and waiting 

rooms or functional meeting spaces. Invite series is optimal for gathering and creating casual and collaborative 

environments. Invite series units are available with optional power and USB modules.

VIBE

Ready to adapt to suit the needs of any environment, Vibe has an extensive collection of shapes and sizes with 

an infinite range of interchangeable combinations. Vibe ottomans can be used as stand-alone pieces or can be 

connected together to create modular seating clusters.

INVITE and VIBE collections focus on creating functional collaborative environments that achieve aesthetic  

harmony across an entire office landscape.
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INVITE SERIES The Invite collection features an angular front profile that adds architectural intrigue and freedom 

of movement. Optional power and communication modules maximize connectivity and extend 

performance in collaborative environments.
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INVITE SERIES
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Create an endless number of configurations that display an elegant geometric 
profile and suit various environments that accommodate people as they interact.

  VIBE SERIES
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VIBE SERIES
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VIBE SERIES

The Vibe collection allows you to create endless configurations for collaborative environments, such as 

meeting, gathering and lounging zones. Mix-and-match pieces to create versatile seating areas that are 

entirely unique. 
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VIBE SERIES
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OFGO.COM

P: 905.669.1357 or 800.374.3375
F: 905.669.5564 or 800.329.9374

All desking products represented within this brochure are manufactured by 
DSI Industries Inc., which is an independent member of the OFGO group 
of companies. 

This brochure is printed on FSC® certified paper and contains a minimum 
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global benchmark for  
responsible forest  management.
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All seating products represented within this brochure are manufactured by 
Design Source International Inc., which is an independent member of the 
OFGO group of companies. 

info@ofgo.com 

Print color may vary from actual laminate and fabric color. Use actual  
laminate or fabric sample for accurate reference. 


